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CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION

5.1 Conclusion

In this chapter, the researcherconcludes the result of the research in two

paragraph. This research presents result the kinds of  figures of speech, the possible

meaning, and the contributions of figures of speech in two Elizabeth Barrett

Browning’s poems.

5.1.1 In this subchapter, the researcher find several figures of speech which contain

in the poem. The first poem “How do I love Thee”, figures of speech are: hyperbole,

personification, assonance, simile and anaphora. Second poem, “If Thou Must Love

Me”, figures of speech are : alliteration, assonane, metaphor and hyperbole. The

researcher describes possible meaning of the poem. The first poem is “How do  I love

thee”, the possible meaning this poem tell about the author feeling how do I love you

her husaband. This poem explains life, love, and inspiration. This poem can be

describes her condition to give express feel her husband, Robert Browning. She is

explains of how much she truly loves her husband. Shealso proves that her love is not

fake. The author might said that, she is imperative statement such as evidence to

prove that her love is not fake. And she goes on to support her claim with many ways

that prove her love. She proves that, she is not trapped by the limits of her body and

can love beyond limits. She has feeling of love beyond her scope of view, and beyond

what she can see.She compares her love to the Grace of God. She refers back to the
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idea, she is not trapped by the limit of the human body, and she finish of this though

to compare her love to the way God is beauty. And she explains that her entire day is

spent with Robert in mind. She loves Robert with intention of freedom such as a men

struggle to right. And she loves Robert with pure such as a pray. Second poem is “If

thou must love me”, the possible meaning tell about the author want to express feels

and desire in love. She want to show about her love to her husband. The author loves

is pure and truth but she always hide her feels. She think imagines the lover saying

that she have a trick. That is fall like goes well with her husband. And sense comfort

in everyday. Also, she want to husband’s love only love her forever and the end of

time

5.1.2 in this subchapter, the research describe the contribution of figures of speech

are used in this poem. The first poem “how do I love thee”, this poem contains

several of figures of speech such as: Personification, Simile, Assonance, Anaphora,

and Hyperbole. Each figure has contribution to this poem. Because, they give an

exaggeration, comparison, and explicit effect in this poem. So, it makes the poem

more beautiful and romantic in meaning. Second poem “if thou must love me”, this

poem contains several of figures of speech such as: Alliteration, Assonance,

Metaphor, and Hyperbole. Each figure has contribution to this poem. Because, they

give an explicit and exaggeration effect in this poem. So, it makes the poem more

romantic, vivid, and beautiful meaning.


